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Abstract 

 

Despite the tremendous growth of computational resources in recent years, the 
``curse of dimensionality'' associated with the canonical evolutionary partial 
differential equations in nuclear reactor engineering and thermal-hydraulics such 
as direct numerical solution to Navier-Stokes equations at reactor scale is still a 
challenge to tackle. To solve this fundamental problem and to get a reasonable 
answer in the time-constrained engineering design and optimization process, 
reduced spatio-temporal complexity models are required. Typically, this is done 
by linearization and spatio-temporal averaging of parameters in the context of 
thermal-hydraulic applications. This procedure may lead to an inaccurate 
depiction of the system behavior--with a number of structural errors in the model. 
These structural errors can also arise because of the principles on which the 
model relies. Since it is almost impossible to completely decipher the principles 
on which the model rests and a certain degree of distortion is always required to 
build a system of equations. Current tools for system analysis lack capabilities in 
resolving detailed 3D thermal-fluidic behavior that are crucial for design and 
performance evaluation of advanced reactors. The risk evaluation and uncertainty 
envelop of passive safety features in advanced reactors are highly dependent on 
3D physics that is in contrast to probabilistic failure rates of active safety features. 
Therefore, accurate physical depiction of thermal-fluidic behavior in system 
analysis tools is essential for risk quantification. 

To tackle these uncertainties this work takes a unique approach of using the high-
resolution datasets to learn the dynamics of uncertainties in a statistical approach. 
While doing so it is inherently assumed that the Navier-Stokes equation is a 
structurally perfect and correct model. The unique contribution in the general 
context of nuclear engineering is the constraining of non-linear Langevin equation 
on the high-resolution datasets via the non-equilibrium statistical mechanics 
route. Some applications  of this approach will be shown by advecting passive 
scalars via the trained model relevant to nuclear engineering. 
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